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L’Armancette Hotel is the destination for insiders and landscape lovers, located in  
the Alpine village of Montjoie in Haute-Savoie. It is a rare spot for simple pleasures, 
exclusive excursions and Alpine tradition. This peaceful, quiet refuge only has  
17 rooms, offering visitors a respite while enjoying the breathtaking panoramic view  
of the mountains, including Mont Blanc.

An authentic, sophisticated travel destination
Once a comfortable family home, this very charming hotel is located in the heart of the vil-
lage of Saint-Nicolas-de-Véroce. It was renovated using traditional materials from Haute-
Savoie, like Mont Blanc granite, wood shingles and limestone slate to harmoniously inte-
grate it into the local architecture. A sophisticated interior made of old brushed wood and 
rare natural stone awaits the guests – both very characteristic of the look of this small, yet 
elegant refuge. Intricate textiles complete the look, creating a warm contrast. 

Of the hotel’s 17 rooms, over half are designed for families. Two rooms on the top floor 
also have a fireplace. Several of the rooms on three floors provide views of the Saint-
Nicolas-de-Véroce’s church bell tower as well as the surrounding mountain peaks. 
 

ALPINE TRADITION 
The French luxury L’Armancette Hotel offers a 
breathtaking panoramic view of the mountains 
and stylish bathrooms with TOTO products.  
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Celebrating luxury
The bathrooms also reflect the hotel’s high standards: L’Armancette Hotel chose to 
install TOTO WASHLET™ models in all guest rooms. These exclusive, elegant shower 
toilets blend harmoniously into the surrounding design, offering demanding hotel guests 
everything they expect in a relaxing, restorative environment: the utmost in comfort and 
unparalleled hygiene. “TOTO WASHLET™ also meets our international clientele’s  
expectations,” explained the hotel management. 

Experiencing hygiene and well-being 
TOTO showcases its unparalleled expertise in the WASHLET™ models installed  
throughout the hotel. The combination of hygiene technologies ewater+, Premist,  
Tornado Flush and Cefiontect – all exclusively available from TOTO – makes using 
WASHLET™ a unique experience for guests.  

The most important and exclusive TOTO WASHLET™ features at a glance:

• Ewater+ to clean both the ceramic bowl and wand jet with electrolysed water  
 for antibacterial effects

• Premist sprays the toilet bowl with a fine mist of water, making it more  
 difficult for waste to stick
 
• The powerful Tornado Flush thoroughly cleans the entire toilet bowl

• Cefiontect, the durable special glaze that guarantees long-lasting shine  
 and also keeps bacteria or waste from accumulating in the toilet bowl

Düsseldorf, January 2020
Reprint free of charge/copy requested
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1 The L’Armancette Hotel façade and a view of the Mont Blanc massif. Photo: Semaphor

2 Heated indoor/outdoor swimming pool with solarium. The hotel also has a whirlpool, two outdoor  
whirlpools, sauna and steam room. Photo: Semaphor

3, 4 The restaurant pampers guests with outstanding culinary delights. Photos: Semaphor

5 Guests enjoy excellent service from the friendly staff. Photo: Semaphor

6 The hotel’s bakery prepares fresh baked goods every day. Photo: Semaphor
.
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7, 8 The 17 rooms of L’Armancette Hotel feature solid wood parquet or elegant carpeting.  
Photos: Semaphor

9, 10 The combination of old wood and granite creates a special atmosphere in the bathrooms. Photo: 
Semaphor

11, 12 The TOTO SG WASHLET is the ideal complement to the bathroom design, offering hotel guests 
the ultimate in comfort and hygiene – appreciated especially by international guests with discerning  
tastes, according to hotel management. Photos: Semaphor
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About TOTO 
TOTO focuses on people and their well-being, developing products that combine modern 
design and extensive expertise. The Japanese company perfects its technologies over 
decades, incorporating them into innovative products in an understated, easy-to-use 
way. Established in Kitakyushu, Japan in 1917, TOTO has been developing, producing 
and marketing its comprehensive high-end bathroom concepts for the European market 
since 2009. The company aims to create a new attitude towards life through regeneration, 
comfort and hygiene, integrating technologies into their product designs in a smart, nearly 
invisible way while prioritising hygiene and resource conservation. Japan’s leading manu-
facturer in the sector, TOTO offers a comprehensive range of products including ceramic 
sanitary ware, faucets and accessories – all created in close collaboration with renowned 
designers. The company celebrated its 100th birthday in 2017. In 2018, the international 
market research institute Euromonitor named TOTO the “World’s No. 1 Brand” in show-
er toilet sales. TOTO was also one of the first ten manufacturers to receive the seal of 
quality from Germany’s Central Association of Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning 
(ZVSHK) along with the group’s “Certified Manufacturer – Quality, Safety, Service” certifi-
cation in 2019. TOTO employs 30,000 people world-wide.

Read more about TOTO online: gb.toto.com

Düsseldorf, January 2020
Reprint free of charge/copy requested
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